
Scarcity of recharging points (range anxiety)
Lower cost per vehicle mile traveled
Longer time and planning required to refuel
Relatively stable fuel pricing
Possible to produce own fuel (from solar, wind)

Extensive fueling infrastructure already built
Quick refueling time
Diesel fuel pricing is historically volatile and 
subject to international trade and conflict
Diesel fuel is a finite resource

Limited range
Lower operations and maintenance costs
Concern regarding the availability of parts
Mechanic training most likely required

Longer range
Higher operations and maintenance costs
Inconsistent adherence to anti-idling policies
Little mechanic training required
Cold start issues

Product is relatively new to the market
Battery replacement and disposal concerns
Uncertain aftermarket for parts
Uncertain life-span and lifecycle costs
Fewer overall parts requiring replacement

Proven track record of durability
Established aftermarket for parts
The industry standard with few if any engine 
replacements required
More parts requiring replacement

Zero Emissions (excluding grid generation)
Minimal noise pollution
Can be powered by renewable electricity
Better for urban air quality
Promotes a more efficient electrical grid

Poor, but improving environmental performance
Significant noise pollution
Can be powered by renewable diesel fuel
Less suitable for dense, urban areas
Higher ozone and particulates

Better air quality for sensitive lungs
Silent operation can pose a safety concern
Eliminates idling issues
Students increasingly advocating for efforts to 
mitigate climate change

Overall worse school air quality
Diesel exhaust linked to higher rates of cancer, 
mortality, respiratory issues, and brain 
impairment

Not viewed as progressive
Plumes of diesel exhaust are frowned upon
Low-level risk of project failure
Biodiesel use viewed favorably by many
Runs counter to existing trends

VS

Lower up-front purchase price
Mature and competitive equipment market
Known cost comparisons
Listed on existing bid lists

Much more expensive to purchase
Grant programs with incentives available
Uncertainty as to when or if prices will decrease
Need for new financing tools and revenue 
streams (vehicle-to-grid, carbon credits, etc.)

Promotes a green and progressive image
Newsworthy (for now!)
Perceived by some as a poor use of tax dollars
Mobile billboard for sustainability efforts
Greater risk of blowback from a failed project
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